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Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, United States, 2015. Paperback. Condition: New.
Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Imagine fulfilling your dreams
and having all your goals achieved. See it unfold as you explore the Vision Walk through guided
meditation for self healing and discovering your own natural abilities. Uncover simple comparisons
of the Chakra system the Five Element Theory and learn how to use trigger objects to set acceptable
goals by combining colors, animals and gemstones. Descriptions of photography and professions
are added to Decorate for Success while incorporating Feng Shui and including numerology for
rapid results. The Chakra Fortune Telling Game initiates memorization of trigger objects to build
solutions to unearth your instinctive and natural-born path. Experience the Seven Layer Chart for
choosing business names, meditation points and successful decor in your home and office for
immediate results.
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ReviewsReviews

Unquestionably, this is actually the very best work by any article writer. It usually does not price a lot of. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Aug ustine Pfa nner still--  Aug ustine Pfa nner still

Great electronic book and useful one. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. You can expect to like the way the author compose
this ebook.
-- Ma tteo Johnson-- Ma tteo Johnson
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